In this report a method to measure the chromaticity is presented. This method consists in applying a longitudinal kick and computing the Fourier transform of the transverse turn-by-turn BPM readings. An analytical expression for the Fourier transform is derived, which shows how the chromaticity can be inferred from the synchrotron sidebands. Finally, a multiparticle simulation is performed to validate the analytical expression.
Introduction
In presence of chromaticity the Fourier spectrum of the turn-by-turn transverse motion contains synchrotron sidebands around the fundamental tune. In principle, the measurement of these sidebands from the Fourier transform of beam position data could be used to determine the chromaticity. Nevertheless for a Gaussian beam centred in the longitudinal phase space this effect is quadratic in the chromaticity. Therefore the sign of the chromaticity cannot be inferred and the measurement of the smaller chromaticities requires much more accurate measurements. This problem is overcome if a longitudinal kick is applied to the beam, for instance, by shifting the phase of the RF cavities. In this case the amplitude of the sidebands contains a linear contribution in the kick and the chromaticity. The sign of the chromaticity is contained in the phase of the sidebands.
The analytical expressions relating the amplitude and phase of the sidebands with the longitudinal kick and the chromaticity are derived in this report. A Gaussian beam will be assumed for the derivations. A macroparticle simulation using the HEADTAIL [1] code is used to verify the analytical expressions.
Derivation of the analytical expressions
The initial density of a Gaussian bunch not centred in the longitudinal plane and matched to the bucket is given by
where δ is the relative momentum deviation, z is the longitudinal coordinate, z • is the initial longitudinal kick and σ δ and σ z are the respective sigmas of the Gaussian distributions. The transverse tune as function of the turn number N for a particle with initial coordinates δ and z is expressed as
where Q x is the horizontal chromaticity expressed as the derivative of the tune with respect to the relative momentum deviation, R is the machine radius and η is the slippage factor. The time evolution of one of the transverse coordinates of the centroid is given by averaging over the particle distribution:
By doing the double integral, A(N ) is expressed as:
where ς = Q x σ δ /Q s and k is the longitudinal kick in units of σ z . The Fourier spectrum of this expression is easily obtained by using the property
where I q (a) is the modified Bessel function of order q. Therefore,
where ψ q is the phase of the quantity
This expression provides the amplitude and phase of the synchrotron sideband of order q,
The amplitude contains a linear term in ς and k but the sign of the chromaticity cannot be computed from the amplitude since
and I q (a) = I −q (a). To obtain the sign of the chromaticity the phase of a sideband is needed. By inspecting the power expansion of the modified Bessel function in eq. (7) the following relation is inferred between the ψ q and ψ 0 ,
Indeed, using this expression and knowing k, ς can be unambiguously determined from the phases of the sidebands.
Analytical expressions versus simulation
A macroparticle simulation has been done using an SPS model containing only chromaticity. Gaussian distributions of particles have been considered in the From these quantities the two previously defined parameters needed for the evaluation of the analytical expressions are computed:
The Fourier spectrum of the simulated transverse data is computed and compared to the analytical expressions. In figure 1 the normalised amplitude of the Fourier spectrum of the data is compared to the analytical expression of eq. (8). The agreement is excellent even for the weakest sidebands. In figure 2 the phase of the sidebands of the Fourier spectrum of the simulated data is compared to the analytical expression of eq. (7). Again, the agreement is excellent and the linear dependence of ψ q in |q|, predicted in eq. (11), is confirmed. 
Conclusion
An analytical expression has been derived describing the Fourier spectrum of the turn-by-turn transverse position of the centroid of a Gaussian bunch longitudinally kicked. Using this expression the chromaticity of an operating accelerator could be measured by shifting the RF phase (equivalent to an energy kick) and Fourier analysing the transverse beam position data. The analytical derivation has been compared to a macroparticle simulation obtaining an excellent agreement.
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